Good day all. Anger is a sign we are rejecting the Spirit of Love and have strayed from the path of ‘unconditional’ forgiveness ~ that forgives all experiences, and those who trespass against us, and God. Anger is a sign of self-importance, and the needing to raise our self above God ~ for every ‘one’ is God in disguise and every ‘experience’ is the Hand of God. Will we ever bow down and kneel before God and come before Him as nothing? Or are we so full of pride and full of our selves that we approach Him on our terms and demand this and that and command this and that, believing we are anything at all? For the longer we hold onto the sense of our self as being anything at all, we will struggle and fight against the One True God, who is waiting to take the place of self-delusion with the ultimate fusion, the Spirit of Christ. Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.